
In our MC crafted homes:  You smile when waking up 
                                                Anticipating that first cup 
                                               Of Bosch brewed coffee to begin your day 
                                               A quick workout to relax in an infrared heat spectrum 
                                               To remove the sweat, step into our Kohler Kollection zone  
                                               Where enjoying Kohler water jets sets your tone 
                                               down & around  your body in a refreshing  way 
                                               So start living your daily dream………….. today 
                                               Far from just another boring morning routine 
 
Hire MC Building to fulfill your everyday morning dream routine:    
 
It’s 6AM a suitable time to rise 
As the Bosch coffee machine begins to brew your first great taste 
Opening your soon to be dazzling eyes 
The shades in the Fakro Skylight open with delight 
Bringing in bright sunlight as you seek a peek into the blue sky 
As you breathe in/admire the Live Tall Wall green garden face 
And on winter mornings the cozy burning fireplace 
Creates a most comforting space 
A quick visit to the Kohler intelligent toilet 
Now it’s time to reach for that fully brewed cup of luscious coffee 
Then up the circular stairs to the workout room where TONAL fitness awaits  
To perform a wise task of exercise  
and bask again in the morning sunlight with a second sip…yum 
Hooray!  There’s even more highlights to start your day 
Twenty minutes relaxing in dry heat absorbed through TheraSauna’s infrared spectrum    
As you emerge energized with maximum momentum  
And now enjoy a Kohler shower experience engaging multi sequenced body sprays  
a symphony of water directions feeling  a most soothing touch 
realizing you couldn’t  enjoy anything as much 
and a bottle of Aveeno awaits on a handy tray 
while listening to the Kohler  sounds of  music or today’s top stories        a third sip 
Exit the shower experience feeling refreshed and energized    and now a fourth nip 
Dry off with a warm towel provided by Mr. Steam      still savoring that fifth sip 
Now it’s stimulation for your imagination  
you choose the days clothes with the aid of your Closetmaid 
And its convenient location      it’s warm for a sixth sip 
Confidence is instantly gained to impress for the day’s success       enjoy the final drop of coffee 
It’s down the stairs to the spectacular sunlit kitchen galley 
Start preparing breakfast of toast/eggs/tomatoes/peppers at the Bosch range/oven baker  
Brew a second cup of coffee with the Bosch kitchen coffee maker 



You finish that healthy breakfast while adoring the view through an Anderson window outdoor scene 
as that second cup of coffee is now unseen 
It’s back to the KK  zone where organized storage by Robern offers a quick find 
razor/toothbrush/comb/cologne/Old Spice and a tie to bind 
Or a hair dryer/eye liner/ hair brush/blush/your burberry velvet lips defined 
You’re ready for yet another productive day at work 
You head out the door fulfilled from all the amazing perks 
 
 
 
The Morning Dream Routine Concept/scheme and crafted construction performed by MC  Building, Inc.    
 
Many thanks to our forward thinking product companies working with water and technology:  
 
     Here is our All Star product list included in your master bath: 
                                      Bosch       appliances   coffee machine   
                            TheraSauna      infrared penetrating heat aspen built unit                
                              ClosetMaid     create your shelving organization system    
                                     Kohler       plumbing fixtures and faucets     
                              Studio 41       plumbing products supplier 
                              Mr. Steam      towel warmers   
                              Live Walls       live garden green walls   
                                      Farko       skylights 
                                  Dal Tile        ceramic tile 
                              Heatilator        Fireplace    
                        Warmly Yours      Heated floors 
                                  Robern        mirrored wall & vanity storage   
                                        Arc         custom shower base   
                                  Kohler       custom shower doors   
                             Progress         light fixtures 
                                LaGrand       light switches/outlets 
                                    Rinnai       endless hot water 
                                    Soss         door hardware                               
                                Kohler         matching towels/robes 
                               Tonal            personalized fitness workout system 
                            Panasonic       ventilation 
                            True                Beverage coolers 
                           
 


